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Goals of This Lesson

• Become familiar with the scoring rubric for the free response 
section of the AP Language and Composition Exam.

• Reflect on our experience with timed in-class essays.

• Understand what elements separate proficient and advanced 
essays from developing and inadequate compositions.

• Review the basic structure of an academic argumentative 
essay.  

• Discuss strategies for composing successful essays for the 
free response section of the AP Language and Composition 
Exam. 



Lesson:  The Academic Argument Essay

• Please take out a piece of paper and a pen or pencil.  Please write your 
name, the date, and title at the top of the paper:

“Structure of an Academic Essay”

• On the next page, you will answer a prompt asking you about your 
experience with writing timed essays (in-class essays).  Please answer 
your question using complete sentences and complete thoughts.  Please 
be honest with your answer.  

• Following the writing activity we will share responses and write class 
notes.  



Prompt—Writing Timed Essays

“Think about all of your experiences with writing timed essays 
(in-class essays).  Then please rate your ability in writing timed 
essays on a scale of 1-5, with a 1 being least successful and a 5 
being most successful (masterful).  Please justify and explain 
your answer using specific examples from your past writing 
experiences and past writing processes.”

• 5 minutes.  

• Students share responses / discussion / notes.



The AP Lang and Comp Free Response Essay 
Grading Rubric—Overview 

• When a reader is scoring your essay, they understand this is a draft 
written in one sitting, not a take home essay written over a period of 
time.  

• Scoring grades: Effective, Adequate, Inadequate, Little Success

Effective: Effective essays will score an 8 or 9.  Defends, qualifies, or 
challenges the claim or topic.  Convincing.  Uses and cites sources from 
the provided readings and/or your own experience. Some errors in 
language and usage.



Adequate:  Adequate essays score a 7, 6, or a 5.  Adequately takes a position 
that defends, challenges, or qualifies the claim or topic. Generally convincing.  
Cites sources from the provided readings generally relate to your claim/thesis.  
Some errors in language and usage.  Prose is generally clear.

Inadequate:  Score of a 3 or 4.  Inadequately takes a position on the claim or 
topic.  Attempts to present an argument and provide evidence, but 
misunderstands the prompt or the argument is unclear.  Sources may not be 
cited and links between the evidence is weak.

Little Success:  Score of 0, 1, or 2.  Little success in taking a position on the 
claim or topic.  References the readings as evidence, but does not directly cite 
examples.  Problems with organization and shows little command of writing 
skill.  Contains several grammatical, punctuation, spelling, and other errors.



Review:  Structure of an Academic Argument Essay

• Introduction
• Provides the reader the topic of your paper and your stance 

(thesis) on the issue.

• Body Paragraphs
• Provides the reader your reasons and arguments that support 

your stance; provides evidence, and addresses the 
counterclaim and provides a rebuttal.

• Conclusion
• Reviews your argument points and leaves the reader thinking 

in some way.



Introduction Paragraph

1. Attention Getter / Grabber
• Capture the readers interest (make them want to read the 

essay)

• Questions, Quote, Statistic, Anecdote

2. Background Information
• Provides critical information to the reader so they 

understand the topic of your essay 

3. Claim / Thesis
• What is your main argument or main purpose in this essay.  

Write it in one declarative sentence.



1. Topic Sentence

2. Evidence--direct quote or paraphrase from the text or other 
research.

3. Explain Evidence—Where did it come from?  Explain how it 
relates to the topic.

4. Commentary / Elaboration—Thoughts and opinions on 
how the evidence relates to the thesis.

5. Counterclaim—The argument of the opposition, as it relates 
to your evidence.

6. Rebuttal—You refute the counterclaim

Body Paragraph(s)



Conclusion Paragraph

1. Topic Sentence

2. Possible Counterclaim (optional depending on your own 
style)

3. Summarize main points (brief summary of evidence)

4. Restate Thesis

5. Final thoughts or comments that leave the reader thinking 
in some way.
• (call to action, question, scenario, acknowledge the reader.)



Conclusion of the Lesson:

• Please make sure your name is clearly written at the top of 
your paper.

• Show your work to your instructor for credit.

• Please make sure your work is placed neatly and safely in 
your binder.  You can put it in the “Assignments” or “Essay” 
section.

• You can use the content and information from this lesson to 
help you write your argument essay.  


